2015 Guild Challenges:
January 9, 2015

January to Sept. (for the guild’s quilt show)
Theme: Four Seasons
Challenge:
The challenge is open to all guild members regardless of skill level. We want everyone to
participate. Members may collaborate on a piece.
The theme must be represented in one piece.
The dimensions must be 10” wide x 40” long, finished.
The piece must be oriented vertically with spring at the top and progressing though the other
three seasons. However, you do not have to allot the same amount of space to each season
The piece must comply with definitions for a quilt with two or more surfaces held together in
some way. It does not have to be entirely composed of fabric. Use whatever materials you
need to fulfill the design.
The member can use any technique, style or design to convey/represent the four seasons. The
techniques do not have to be consistent throughout the piece.
There are no restrictions on how the four seasons are represented; just that all four must be
represented on the single piece. The piece can be as realistic or as abstract as you like. If you
think the piece represents the four seasons, we will too.
The piece must have a hanging sleeve and a label with at a minimum the name of the piece and
all members who worked on it.
The piece is due on the same date as all other quilts for the quilt show.
The piece is not required to be in the show to be eligible for inclusion in the drawing for the gift
cards.
All pieces will be shown at the October program meeting. The drawing will also be conducted
at that time.
Members may share works in progress, but not at the guild’s show and tell sessions.
Oct. to Dec. Something for the charity committee.

The challenge and charity committees will propose a fall challenge.
If you have questions, please contact the Challenge Committee members: Sheila Harper, Kathy
Lindell, Lana Russ or Diane Weeden.

